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Introduction

We are researchers studying Free/Open Source Software (FOSS) projects .  Because some of 
our work uses data gathered from Sourceforge.net (SF), a web site that hosts FOSS projects, we 
consider it important to understand how representative SF is of the entire population of FOSS projects. 
While SF is probably hosts the greatest number of FOSS projects, there are many other similar hosting 
sites.  In addition, many FOSS projects maintain their own web sites and other project infrastructure on 
their own servers.  Based on performing an Internet search and literature review (see Appendix for 
search procedures), it appears that no one knows how many Free/Open Source Software Projects exist 
in the world or how many people are working on them.  Because the population of FOSS projects and 
developers is unknown, it is not surprising that we were not able to find any empirical analysis to 
assess how representative SF is of this unknown population.  Although an extensive empirical analysis 
has not been performed, many researchers have considered the question or related questions.  The next 
section of this paper reviews some of the FOSS literature that discusses the representativeness of SF. 
The third section of the paper describes some ideas for empirically exploring the representativeness of 
SF.  The paper closes with some arguments for believing SF is the best choice for those interested in 
studying the population of FOSS projects.

Literature Review

In one of the earliest references to the representativeness of SF, Madley, Freeh and Tynan 
(2002) mention that they assumed that SF was representative because of its popularity and because of 
the number of projects hosted there, although they note that this assumption “needs to be confirmed” 
(p. 1812).  Confirming their assumption will prove to be quite difficult because it requires determining 
the extent of the FOSS universe—a task that has not yet been accomplished.  For example, as part of 
his work performing a survey of developers for the European Union's FLOSS project, Ghosh (2005) 
noted that there is no census of the universal population of FOSS developers.  Additionally, there does 
not appear to be any estimate of the total number of FOSS projects.  Although there is no census of the 
population of FOSS developers or projects, a company called OpenLogic (2007) has recently launched 
a “collaborative project to collect and share quantitative data on the use of open source software in the 
enterprise.”

Carlo Daffara (2007), who is associated with the European Union's European Working Group 
on Libre software, helped to create an estimate of the number of “active and stable” projects for the 
FLOSSMetrics (2007) project.  They define active projects as projects with an 80-100% activity index 
and a release within the last six months.  In the process of arriving at their estimate, Daffra states that 
they examined 100 projects each from Sourceforge, BerliOS, Savannah, Gna and other hosting sites 
that showed that active projects comprise about 8-10% of the total.  By using various techniques and 
information from other sources, they arrived at a lower-bound figure of 195,000 projects in the FOSS 
universe, with about 13,000 active projects and about 5,000 active, mature and stable projects.  Because 
they were only interested in active and stable projects that were useful for Small and Medium- Sized 
Enterprises (SMEs), they did not try to estimate an upper-bound figure for the population of FOSS 



projects.
Finally, Speth et al (2007) argue that sampling the Debian GNU/Linux Distribution is more 

representative for some purposes than sampling SF because “a distribution...represents the population 
of projects in use,” and because Debian includes projects hosted on several FOSS hosting sites in 
addition to projects that host their own projects on their own hardware.  However, Speth et al (2007) 
also point out that Debian projects must have a “free” license.  In addition, Debian projects must be 
successful by our definition (see English and Schweik, 2007) to be included in the Debian package. 
Furthermore, software that runs on windows is not included in the Debian Distribution.  These realities 
make it clear that Debian is not representative of the entire population of FOSS projects because failed 
projects, projects with non-free licenses and projects that run on operating systems other than Linux are 
not included.

Ideas for Exploring the Representativeness of Sourceforge.net

The representativeness of SF can be defined along at least two dimensions: First, are the 
developers on SF representative of the broader universe of FOSS developers, and second, are the 
projects on SF representative of the broader universe of FOSS projects?  In regards to the developer 
dimension, Ghosh (2005) states that the FLOSS survey was random and thus the results of the survey 
are applicable to the entire universe of FOSS developers.  One way to help establish whether SF is 
representative would be to duplicate the FLOSS survey on a random sample drawn from SF.  If the 
results are statistically the same then this would support the hypothesis that SF developers are 
representative of the universe of FOSS developers.  Along these lines, Raymond (2004) did a web 
search on the use of the terminology “open source” versus the terminology “free software.” on both SF 
and the Internet as a whole.  He found that about 3% of the developers on SF use the term “free 
software” and that about 4.5 % of the developers on the web in general use the term “free software.” 
Raymond also found that 100% of the developers on Savannah.gnu.org (the Free Software Foundation 
FOSS hosting site) use the term “free software” indicating that SF is more representative of the 
population of developers than Savannah.gnu.org.  Raymond's web search could easily be repeated for 
other hosting sites like Debian to help understand the relative representativeness of these hosting sites.. 

Perhaps more interestingly, Raymond (2004) made an estimate of the total number of web hits 
that came from FOSS  projects.  By statistically determining the number of web hits that correspond to 
an average project, it might be possible to estimate the total number of FOSS projects using Raymond's 
web search technique.  Such an estimate would at least give us an idea of the proportion of total FOSS 
projects that are hosted on SF, although it would not give us much information on how representative 
the SF projects are of the entire population of projects.  Another technique for determining the 
representativeness of SF might be to look at the distribution of the types of software being worked on 
by SF developers in comparison to the distribution of types of proprietary software (if such a 
distribution exists).  If nearly all types of software in the “software universe” are represented in similar 
proportions on the SF website then this would be another, though not definitive, piece of evidence that 
SF is indeed representative of the FOSS universe.  

Conclusion
Many reasons exist for believing that the projects hosted on SF are more representative of the FOSS 
universe than any other repository.  First, SF hosts more projects and users than any other repository. 
Second, Raymond's (2004) web search provides evidence that the developers on SF are roughly 
representative of the developers on the entire Internet.  Third, Daffara (2007) shows that the rate of 
active projects on SF is very nearly the same as other hosting sites thus providing a piece of evidence 
that SF is representative of other hosting sites, although it must be remembered that Raymond's 



evidence shows that developers on Savannah.gnu.org use the term “free software” much more often 
than developers on SF or the Internet in general.  Speth et al (2007) find that 39% of Debian projects 
are “hosted on a collaboration platform,” so if SF is representative of other repositories then Debian is 
represented to some degree by SF.  Finally, SF has over one thousand projects having one hundred 
thousand downloads or more and over 147 projects having over one million downloads or more.  If 
Daffra (2007) is correct that only about 5,000 stable mature and active projects exist in the entire 
population of FOSS projects then it is likely that many of them are represented on SF.  In summary, 
there is evidence that SF is representative of other hosting sites but has more projects, more failed 
projects and a significant portion of the active mature and stable projects in the entire population of 
FOSS projects (Daffra, 2007; English and Schweik, 2007).  It seems, therefore, that SF may be the best 
single source of data representative of the entire FOSS population.

Notes:

The quote below seems to support the idea that Sourceforge is fairly representative of developers' 
“global influence on FLOSS development” despite the fact that the number of developers from China 
and Japan is probably under represented.  

 "Data from Sourceforge and other sources such as the mailing lists of global projects
 may under represent some regions, in particular East Asia where China and Japan have a

 sizeable developer community, but one which does not directly interact extensively with the
 global community due to cultural and linguistic differences. Indeed, the participation of

 developers from China and Japan in global projects is often channeled through a few key
 “connectors”, individuals who for reasons of language and culture are more comfortable
 contributing to global projects, and contribute on behalf of others. Nevertheless, from an

 economic perspective it is useful to examine the distribution of participation in global
 projects and portals such as Sourceforge, as they are good indicators of the population of

 globally active developers. While they under represent China and Japan in absolute numbers,
 they probably provide an accurate representation of the global influence on FLOSS

 development from China and Japan, which is arguably disproportionately low given their
 lower degree of global participation."

 Source: p. 38 of
 http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/ict/policy/doc/2006-11-20-flossimpact.pdf

>
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Appendix

Search Procedure for the Literature on the Representativeness of Sourceforge.net

GOOGLE
Phrase: 
population open source software project - 255,000 results narrowed search
"population of open source projects" - 2 results looked at both 
population "open source projects" - 39,600 results looked at top ten
estimate population "open source" project - 56,500 results looked at 20
"estimate population" "open source projects" - 11 results looked at all
is sourceforge.net representative of open source population? - 33,100 results looked at top ten
total number open source software projects - 3,190,000 results (found Galoppini's estimate)
"total number of open source software projects" - 0 results
estimate "total number" "open source projects" - returned 3,370 looked at top 20
census of open source software projects - 1,170,000 results
census "open source projects" - 5,990 results  looked through 100
is sourceforge.net representative of open source population? - 5,230 results

GOOGLE SCHOLAR
Phrase:  
population open source software project - 124,000 results
"population of open source projects" - 0 results
population "open source projects" - 997 results
estimate population "open source" project - 10,200 results looked at 20
"estimate population" "open source projects" - 0 results
total number open source software projects - 237,000 results looked at top 20
"total number of open source software projects" - 0 results
estimate total number open source projects - 233,000 results looked at 100
estimate "total number" "open source projects" - 341 results looked at 150
census of open source software projects - 29,300 results
census "open source projects" - 97 results  looked through 30

Found http://www.osscensus.org/  http://waughpartners.com.au/research/census2007

is sourceforge.net representative of open source population? - 934 results.(Madley paper 2002)

SEARCHED "ACADEMIC SEARCH PREMIER"
Phrase:
population open source projects - 0 results 
census open source projects - 0 results
survey open source projects - 0 result
estimate number open source software project - 0 results
sourceforge - 26 results looked at 26

SEARCHED ENGINEERING VILLAGE
Phrase:
population open source projects - 27 results looked at 27
census open source software project - 1 result
survey open source projects - 64 results 

http://waughpartners.com.au/research/census2007


estimate number open source software project - 6 results
sourceforge - 72 results
sourceforge representative - 4 results looked at 4

SEARCHED IEEE XPLORE
Phrase:
population open source projects - 0 results
census open source software project - 0 results
survey open source projects - 0 results
estimate number open source software project - 0 results
sourceforge - 16 results looked at 16

SEARCHED ISI WEB OF KNOWLEDGE
Phrase:
population open source projects - 3 results
census open source software project - 0 results
survey open source projects - 20 results looked at 20
estimate number open source software project - 0 results 
sourceforge - 72 results
sourceforge representative

SEARCHED SCIENCE DIRECT  
Phrase:
population open source projects - 4 results
census open source software project - 0 results
survey open source projects - 17 results looked at 17
estimate number open source software project - 1 result
sourceforge - 13 results


